Character Assessment – Yorkley
Yorkley village sits on the southern edge of the Forest
mainly on a ridge between the Forest and the Severn
Estuary. From the top of the village, Bailey Hill, there are
spectacular views over the Cotswolds, the Severn and
the Welsh Hills as far as the Brecon Beacons.

The close relationship of Yorkley to the Statutory Forest
and the extent, nature and variety of the open spaces
within, give the landscape a very special character. It is
a typical forest settlement with a large range of building
styles and ages though there has been a large amount of modern housing and infill.
The settlements run along the forest edge and mainly date from the period of rapid growth from the mid19th century.
There are large areas that are still distinctive and have a strong character. Its’ origins lie in the industrial
past of the forest, with evidence of mining and quarrying.
Yorkley can be split in two with West Yorkley displaying Forest Fringe characteristics while large parts of
Yorkley Slade are dominated by modern housing. There are large areas that are still distinctive and have a
strong character. The western edge of Yorkley and the eastern edge of Yorkley Slade have been
designated a Locally Distinctive Area (LDA).

Yorkley West - The area features traditional styled dwellings within spacious curtilages, mainly with strong
frontages onto highways. There is some backland development, but also a large number of open spaces
and Important Open Areas. Dwellings are mainly arranged informally and feature traditional materials.
Yorkley Slade - Dwellings are located in an informal pattern with strong relationship to highways and minor
access roads. Comparatively large Important Open Areas within the LDA. Eastern edge of the area meets
the forest boundary, creating a fringe characteristic. Dwellings are located within large curtilages with clear
boundaries between public and private space. There is widespread use of traditional styles and local
materials.
The approach uphill from the Conservation village of Pillowell passes on the left the only modern
development in Yorkley West called The Rudge after the valley which was built on a brownfield site of the
former Kears bakery. After that on the left the area
right up Lower road is designated a LDA. It includes
the area known as Captains Green, an open area in
which stands an interesting building, now a private
residence which once was Yorkley Church. It was
decommissioned ? in 1980 ?? but the open land to
the east ? of it is still owned by West Dean Parish
Council who acquired it in the past for use as a
graveyard.

Building types
Yorkley grew in a haphazard way from its origins in mining and quarrying with cottages being built in good
sized plots of local stone with stone wall boundaries. Most modern building has been infilling and is brick,
with tile or slate roofs. Most of the older cottages have been extended.
Photo 3
Historic buildings ?
Yorkley Court Farm farmhouse and curtilage buildings are
grade II listed. Farmhouse and buildings are all in a state of
disrepair with numerous enforcements by the District Council
against the present alleged owner to make good the farmhouse
and buildings.
Photo 4 – is this photo ok?

Forest Waste
The importance of Forest waste is not to be overlooked in
our whole NDP area. There are large areas of forest waste
which are important open spaces but also all of the road
verges and small pieces of land around properties are also
classed as forest waste. In terms of building and
development it plays an important role in the cost of
development as Forestry England law ?? says that a sum of
money, often equal to a large percentage of the value of a
potential building plot must be paid when entry onto that plot
is across Forest waste. It is paid for a Grant of Easement and
can be up to 50% of the value of the plot which significantly
effect the price of the property.
Facilities

There is a range of facilities. A primary school and playgroup, two shops, two pubs, a health Centre, a
Community Centre with a recreation ground, football pitch, playground and skatepark.
Geographic location
Approaches
Yorkley is 3 miles from the nearest town of Lydney to the south which
enters the village from the Allastone ridge to Bailey Hill.

At Bailey Hill turning left, the
road joins two minor roads. The
first turns down Stag Hill to
Pillowell

Photo 7
and the second follows the western edge of forest to Parkend.

Turning right at Bailey Hill the road leads along the highest
part of the village down towards the A48 at Blakeney.

Photo 9
The approach to Yorkley from Parkend and Moseley Green is
through woodland
on the B …Where
the road divides and
bears right towards
Pillowell and
Whitecroft there is a
spectacular beech
tree.

The approach from Pillowell showing the only modern development in West Yorkley, the Rudge.
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Approaching from the east through Viney Hill the forest is on the
right with linear development on the left.
Photo 12 – is this 12?

Transport is mainly by private vehicle as public transport is infrequent and sporadic with daily service bus
links to Lydney and Coleford.
Active transport
There are a large number of public footpaths and forest tracks linking Yorkley to the surrounding
settlements. Cycling is popular and it is hoped that, when the proposed Dean Forest Greenway multi use
track is completed from Parkend through Whitecroft to Lydney, that more people will use the forest tracks to
enable safe active transport for leisure, school and work.
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Key Planning Policy Issues 1. Protect the nature of the settlements
2. Safeguard the Locally Distinctive Areas from harmful development.
3. Allow the continued use for employment and mixed uses that are allocated in the plan Policies and
Proposals
The plan's approach is to provide for additional change and to identify in particular land for housing and
employment. In addition to this the surrounding countryside is protected as are important aspects of the
built form of the settlements
Development -Locally Distinctive Areas
Pillowell and Yorkley development will be required to demonstrate that it complements the established
character of the area as identified and described in each relevant settlement chapter or other appropriate
evidence.
Development will be resisted where proposals would be harmful to the character of these areas and will be
supported where it provides enhancement (though not necessarily simply by the redevelopment of a
superficially untidy site).
Where gaps in existing frontages form important features within the settlement and/or allow attractive views
to be gained of features beyond the site their development may be resisted.
Open areas will in particular be protected as they are important features in almost all of the Locally
Distinctive Areas.

